We present and analyze a wait-free deterministic algorithm for solving the at-most-once problem: how m fail-prone processes perform asynchronously n tasks at most once using shared memory. Our algorithmic strategy provides for the first time nearly optimal effectiveness, which is a measure that expresses the total number of tasks completed in the worst case. Our algorithm's effectiveness equals n − 2m + 2. This is up to an additive factor of m close to the known effectiveness lower bound n−m+1 and improves on the previously best known deterministic solutions that have effectiveness only n − log m · o(n). We also present a work and space complexity analysis for suitable ranges of the algorithm parameters and demonstrate further that (i) we can achieve work O(nm log n log m) and simultaneously effectiveness of n − 3m 2 − m + 2, which is asymptotically optimal for any m = o( √ n), (ii) we can achieve optimal work up to logarithmic factorsÕ(n) and asymptotically optimal effectiveness whenever m = o( 3 √ n).
INTRODUCTION
The at-most-once problem for asynchronous shared memory systems was introduced by Kentros et al. [3] as the problem of performing a set of n jobs by m fail-prone processes while maintaining at-most-once semantics. The atmost-once semantic for object invocation ensures that an * Research supported in part by the State Scholarships Foundation of Greece. † Research supported in part by NSF awards 0447808, 0831304, 0831306.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). PODC'11, June 6-8, 2011, San Jose, California, USA. ACM 978-1-4503-0719-2/11/06. operation accessing and altering the state of an object is performed no more than once and it provides important means for reasoning about the safety of critical applications. Uniprocessor systems may trivially provide solutions for atmost-once semantics by using central scheduling. The problem becomes very challenging for autonomous processes in a system with concurrent invocations on multiple objects.
Perhaps the most important question in this area is devising algorithms for the at-most-once problem with good effectiveness. The complexity measure of effectiveness [3] describes the number of jobs completed (at-most-once) by an implementation, as a function of the overall number of jobs n, the number of processes m, and the number of crashes f . The only deterministic solutions known [3] exhibit very low effectiveness n 1 log m − 1 log m which for most choices of the parameters is very far from optimal (unless m = O(1) and n → ∞). Contrary to this, the present work presents the first deterministic algorithm for at-most-once which is optimal up to additive factors of m. Specifically our effectiveness is n − (2m − 2) which comes close to an additive factor of m to the lower bound for effectiveness n − m + 1. Contributions: In this paper we present and analyze the algorithm KK β that solves the at-most-once problem. The algorithm is parametrized by β ≥ m and has effectiveness n − β − m + 2. For β = m the algorithm has optimal effectiveness of n − 2m + 2 up to an additive factor of m. Note that the bound for the effectiveness of any algorithm is n − f [3] , where f ≤ m − 1 is the number of failures in the system. We further prove that for β ≥ 3m 2 the algorithm has work complexity O(nm log n log m), while it has asymptotically optimal effectiveness for any m = o( √ n). This is better compared to the algorithm presented in [3] which is asymptotically optimal only if m = O(1). If work is the main concern, for n > 3m 3 log m we can use KK β as the base for an implementation that solves the at most once problem with optimal up to a logarithmic factor work com-plexityÕ(n) and asymptotically optimal effectiveness for m = o( 3 √ n). We note that our solutions are deterministic and assume worst-case behavior. In the probabilistic setting Hillel [2] shows that optimal effectiveness can be achieved with expected work complexity O(nm 2 log m).
MODEL, PROBLEMS, DEFINITIONS
We consider a system of m asynchronous, shared-memory processors in the presence of crashes. We use the Input/ Output Automata formalism, and specifically the asynchro-nous shared memory automaton that consists of a set of processes that interact by means of a collection of shared variables that support atomic read/write operations [4] . The adversary controls the asynchrony and the crashes, causing up to f < m crashes.
We consider algorithms whose purpose is to perform a set of tasks or activities that we call jobs. Let A be an algorithm specified for m processes with ids from set P = [1 . . . m], and with jobs with unique ids from set J = [1 . . . n]. We assume that there are at least as many jobs as there are processes, i.e., n ≥ m. A job is performed in an execution α of A by process p if α includes action dop,j. For an sequence κ, we let len(κ) denote its length, and we let κ|π denote the sequence of elements π occurring in κ. Then for an execution α, len α| do p,j is the number of times process p performs job j. Let the set of performed jobs in execution α be denoted by Jα = {j | dop,j occurs in α}. The total number of jobs performed in α is Do(α) = |Jα|. We next define the at-most-once problem, the measures of performance for at-most-once algorithms and repeat the lower bound on effectiveness. Note here that we are borrowing the definitions and bound from Kentros et al. [3] . Effectiveness counts the number of jobs performed by an algorithm in the worst case.
Definition 2. The effectiveness of algorithm A is defined as EA(n, m, f ) = min{Do(α)} where α is any fair execution of A with m processes, n jobs, and at most f crashes.
We also assess efficiency of our algorithms in terms of work and space complexity. Work complexity measures the worst case total number of bits read from or written to the shared memory by an algorithm. Space complexity measures the total number of bits in shared and internal variables used by an algorithm. Theorem 1. from Kentros et al. [3] For all algorithms A that solve the at-most-once problem with m processes and n ≥ m jobs in the presence of f < m crashes it holds that EA(n, m, f ) ≤ n − f .
ALGORITHM KK β
We present and analyse algorithm KK β , that solves the at-most-once problem. Parameter β ∈ N is the termination parameter of the algorithm. Algorithm KK β is defined for all β ≥ m. If β = m, algorithm KK β has optimal up to an additive factor of m effectiveness.
The idea behind the algorithm KK β is quite intuitive and is based on an algorithm for renaming processes presented by Attiya et al. [1] . Each process p, picks a job i to perform, announces (by writing in shared memory) that it is about to perform the job and then checks if it is safe to perform it (by reading the announcements other processes made in the shared memory, and the jobs other processes announced they have performed). If it is safe to perform the job i, process p will perform job i and then mark the job completed. If it is not safe to perform i, p will release the job. In either case, p picks a new job to perform. In order to pick a new job, p reads from the shared memory and gathers information on which jobs are safe to perform. This again is done by reading the announcements that other processes made in the shared memory concerning the jobs they are about to perform, and the jobs other processes announced they have already performed. Assuming that those jobs are ordered, p splits the set of "free" jobs in m intervals and picks the first job of the interval with rank equal to p's rank. Since the information needed in order to decide whether it is safe to perform a specific job and in order to pick the next job to perform is the same, these steps are combined in the algorithm.
We prove that the algorithm solves the at-most-once problem. Moreover we prove that for β ≥ m the algorithm is wait-free and has effectiveness n−(β +m−2). For β = O(m) the effectiveness is asymptotically optimal for any m = o(n). We also prove that for β ≥ 3 · m 2 the algorithm has work complexity O(mn log n log m).
By partitioning the jobs in sets of m log m jobs, we can use KK β with β ≥ 3m 2 on the n m log m sets, where performing a job i will be performing all the m log m jobs of set i. This results in O(n log n) work complexity and n − 3m 3 log m − m 2 log m + 3m log m effectiveness. This implementation gives optimal to a logarithmic factor work complexity ofÕ(n) and asymptotically optimal effectiveness of n−o(n) for m = o( 3 √ n). Finally we prove that the algorithm has space complexity O(nmlogn).
CONCLUSIONS
We devised and analyzed a deterministic algorithm called KK β which for β = m has effectiveness n − 2m + 2 which is asymptotically optimal for any m = o(n) and close to the effectiveness bound n − m + 1 by an additive factor of m. This is a significant improvement over the previous best known deterministic algorithm [3] , that achieves asymptotically optimal effectiveness only for the case m = O(1). With respect to work complexity, for any m = o( 3 √ n) we can use KK β to achieve optimal work up to logarithmic factorsÕ(n) with asymptotically optimal effectiveness n − o(n).
In terms of open questions there exists still an effectiveness gap between the shown effectiveness of n − 2m + 2 of algorithm KK β and the known effectiveness bound of n − m + 1 if f = m − 1. It would be interesting to see if this can be bridged for deterministic algorithms. Moreover, there is a lack of an upper bound on work complexity, when the effectiveness of an algorithm becomes very close to the effectiveness bound. Finally it would be interesting to study the existence and performance of algorithms that try to implement at-most-once semantics in systems with different means of communication, such as message-passing systems.
